Toyota 4runner fuel filter

One of the worst problems that can happen to your Toyota 4Runner is a bad fuel filter. When the
filter goes bad, it can limit the amount of fuel that enters the engine. Without fuel, the vehicle
will not run at all. With that in mind, most of the symptoms of a bad fuel filter revolve around the
vehicle stalling out. Fuel filters have been making a rearward progression for the last 50 years,
literally. It looked like a little pill, and it would be quick and easy to replace. This was in the era
of carbureted vehicles. Fuel injection requires higher fuel pressure. Higher fuel pressure meant
that a more robust fuel filter would be required. This meant the fuel filter was no longer left
under the hood. It was put in the steel fuel line, between the gas tank and engine bay. These fuel
filters were more reliable, but they also were tougher to change. Repairing them means getting
under the vehicle and disconnecting steel fittings. The good news is, no matter how old your
4Runner is, the symptoms of a bad fuel filter are universal. And, fuel filters are cheap. Before
taking anything apart, check to see if your engines computer has any trouble codes saved in it.
The engine may throw a P trouble code. Any trouble codes that exist could be a clue.
Sometimes when there is low fuel pressure, you may also get an oxygen sensor related trouble
code as well. The real issue with diagnosing a bad fuel filter is that it resembles many other
vehicular issues in terms of symptoms. Typically, if you are heading up a hill or accelerating the
engine may start to feel like it is just running out of steam. Now, a bad fuel filter can also feel a
heck of a lot like a bad catalytic converter. Both conditions will make the motor feel like it is
running out of wind when you hit the gas. A bad catalytic converter will not feel as jarring. If you
are unsure, check out this article on troubleshooting catalytic converters. If you get P or P
trouble codes with a scanner, it very well may be the catalytic converter causing these
symptoms. One of the best indicators of a clogged fuel filter is going to be that the your
4Runner is difficult to start. If your car is difficult to start, a clogged fuel filter would probably
not be the place to start looking, especially if you are getting no trouble code for fuel pressure
or the oxygen sensors. It could certainly cause the problem though. A fuel pump that is going
out is going to feel the same as a bad fuel filter. This makes telling if you have a bad fuel pump
vs bad fuel filter very challenging. How do you tell them apart? A clogged fuel filter will have
high pressure on its input side and low pressure on its output side. They are both going to
cause the same hesitation at high speed and difficulty starting. The only way to truly tell is to
place a fuel pressure gauge on both sides of the line and get a reading from both. A priming fuel
pump sounds like a high-pitched whine for a few seconds and can be heard with a sharp engine
right after the ignition key is turned, but before the starter is engaged. The symptoms of a bad
fuel pump match a lot of other common problems that can occur in the Toyota 4Runner. Testing
the filter and pressure on each side of it are going to be the quickest ways to rule it out. If there
is anything you would like to add, please leave a comment below. Good luck! Hard to Start
Engine One of the best indicators of a clogged fuel filter is going to be that the your 4Runner is
difficult to start. Remember Me? Site Navigation. I know it's in the tank, has anyone ever done
it? I have some funk in my tank long story and I need to clean it out, can anybody provide any
advice before I go at it blind? The pump is also in the tank. Looks like the filter is part of the
pump assembly.. See attached PDF. Attached Images componen. The fuel system in the 4runner
is a back-flushing system. It is pretty good at not allowing dirt into fuel lines. The good thing
with these systems is the dirt remains in the tank and only clean gas enters the fuel line. The
bad thing is that the dirt remains in the tank. And it can build up over time and clog the filter in
the tank I prefer a filter that you have to replace once or twice a year. The basket was damn near
full and the filter screen was caked with them. I don't even know how I was able to move. I
wanted to do a write up for people but I was determined to get it done and not mess around with
a camera so if you have any questions about removing the tank or the filter element I can help
out. First of all, it's not as hard as people make it out to be. There is an access hatch below the
drivers rear seat, but it's only to disconnect the top hoses. You have to pull the bottoms of the
rear seats out and peel the carpet back to get to it. You can undo the clips on the fuel lines
when you drop them so just leave it for now. Disconnect the two hoses in front of the tank that
are on the driver side frame just under the drivers seat. One has a green clamp, the other is an
orange clamp. I used a chain clamp wrench to unscrew the fuel pump. Be careful not to crack
the plastic ring. Once the top was unscrewed I pulled the pump out and removed the basket at
the bottom of the pump and disconnected the wiring harness that was connected to it. The
screen was coated so I sprayed it with air and carb cleaner for a good 10 minutes until it was
white again. Slap that bad boy back together by doing the instructions in reverse. All in all I did
it in 3 hours without any idea of how things come apart. I know pics would help alot but if you
get stuck, hopefully this might help someone. Last edited by deltaclothingco; at PM. Reason:
skipped 2 steps. How the heck did you get leaves in there??? Great writeup. Since I tend to
keep my vehicles over k miles I suspect this is something I'm going to have to do some day. I've
copied the directions and saved them. I wonder if it's ethanol that coated the inside of your

tank, dried, and then came off in sheets? I have to drain my lawnmowers and snowblower to
store them or the carburetors will clog up from that crap, and it doesn't take long for the stuff to
congeal. Seems unlikely leaves just blew into the gas tank. Looked like leaves kind of crunched
and mashed up. The only thing I can think of is i pumped off this transfer tank I have and maybe
it had a bunch of funk at the bottom. Who knows. Member's Picture Albums. It puts a fuel filter
outside the tank that u can replace at times like this.. Originally Posted by Whitebeauty. Find
More Posts by Ian. BB code is On. Smilies are On. Forum Rules. All times are GMT The time now
is PM. All company, product, or service names references in this web site are used for
identification purposes only and may be trademarks of their respective owners. Toyota 4Runner. Join us now! Mark Forums Read. User Tag List. Thread Tools. Rate Thread. Fuel Filter
Replacement I know it's in the tank, has anyone ever done it? View Public Profile. Find More
Posts by deltaclothingco. FRT Member. Attached Images. Visit FRT's homepage! Thanks Last
edited by deltaclothingco; at PM. Find More Posts by scottm. Whitebeauty Member. Find More
Posts by Whitebeauty. Ian Member. Visit Ian's homepage! Posting Rules. Similar Threads. Fuel
Filter. Fuel pump whining. Clogged fuel filter or bad pump? Did I do this fuel filter replacement
right? User Name: Password: Remember Me? Not a member yet? Register Now! Become a
Sponsor. We offer a full selection of genuine Toyota Fuel Filters, engineered specifically to
restore factory performance. Please narrow the Gas Filter results by selecting the vehicle.
About Toyota Fuel Filter Fuel Filter stops articles and debris in the gas tank from getting into
fuel pump. After a longtime usage, the gas tank can be rusted and retain moisture, further
leading to a fuel pollution. Therefore, the fuel filter acts like a guard making sure only clean gas
can go through to fuel pump in order to make the life time longer. There is an exception for
some new car that are made after that the fuel pump cannot be replaced. Otherwise, you need to
change your fuel filter immediately once you find your fuel filter is failing. If you find your
Toyota is lack of power, or the car doesn't start, or a decreasing fuel economy, or the Check
Engine Light is on, these are signs indicating your fuel filter needs your care. Before
replacement, you need buy a brand new one. Price is the only thing we would like to reduce, but
not the quality. We offer all Toyota OEM fuel filter with a beautiful cheap price. Featured Toyota
Fuel Filter. Our Customers Reviews. Award Winning Customer Service. Remember Me? Site
Navigation. I decided to replace the fuel filter, following these simple instructions: 5VZ V6
4runner fuel filter write up with pics IH8MUD Forum Got the old one off, put the new one on, and
started it - had a leak from the front of the filter. I put the old one back on, and tightened it to the
same tightness Essentially until the threads hit. With the old one back on, there were no leaks.
Took the replacement fuel filter back to Toyota and exchanged it for another one. I carefully
took everything back off, and physically held the fuel lines against the filter while I tightened it
back up Am I doing something wrong? I don't want to overtighten this thing, but I'm guessing it
might need a good bit of torque to get it to where it doesn't leak. The last thing I want to do is
break the fitting on the fuel lines themselves. I'm just baffled that the old one would have NO
leaks and the new one would leak like crazy! Before I ask this, I'm already assuming that teflon
tape is a big no-no? No type of o-ring or gasket came off of the old ones, so I'm assuming that's
not the issue. Please help! I'm at my wit's end. Member's Picture Albums. It seems that the
threads aren't catching properly. I replaced my fuel filter a couple weeks ago, and had some
difficulty threading in both sides. I bought a Purolator fuel filter from AdvanceAuto and it took
all of about 20 minutes to replace. No issues other than threading in the new one, but it took
about 2 minutes to get both sides settled and I threaded them manually. Here is what I did : Go
to Then use the Promo code, A , at checkout. Online ordering allows you to apply promo codes
AND opt to pick it up at the store of your choice. If all else fails, you can wraps the threads of
the piping with plumbers's tape thread seal tape, Teflon tape. Teflon tape is fine but keep an eye
on the seal over time, if it doesn't leak at first. Fuel is corrosive and if the teflon is the only
safeguard against the leak, the fuel will certainly makes its way through it. Last edited by Brian;
at AM. Use a flare nut wrench? If not, that's your problem. I couldnt get it seated right with a std
wrench. I was using a 14mm flare nut wrench on the line, and a 19mm wrench on the filter itself.
One drip starts accumulating at the threads, and it takes about 20 seconds for it to turn into one
actual droplet. I don't know if I should unscrew the entire fuel filter again, and teflon tape the
front fitting, or if I should just leave it like this. I was tightening it to hard that in the front, the
FLARE nut wrench was starting to round on the flare nut. Originally Posted by Koko4. The
future lies that way to me, and the earth seems more unexhausted and richer on that side. The
Grey Bastard , 4Runner, driveway ornament. Find More Posts by KidVermicious. Originally
Posted by KidVermicious. You are using fresh copper washers, right? Don't leave it like that. A
fuel leak is nothing to screw around with. I've never played with the 3rd gen fuel filter, but I'm
assuming they're banjo fittings on the fuel lines? They need copper washers on both sides.
There should have been fresh ones in the box with your new fuel filter, but if not, take the banjo

bolts into the parts store and they should be able to hook you up. You need two for each side.
Ignore me then, I don't believe you need copper washers for that style. I was hoping it would be
an easy fix. Is there any kind of sealant I can use? I read that teflon is a big no-no. Permatex
makes a thread sealant that is supposed to be fuel safe. I'm worried that's a bandaid, but I guess
if the filter stays on and doesn't leak then it stays on and doesn't leak, right? Having your old
filter on there that doesn't leak might even be better than this situation. Is the old one OEM as
well? Same exact part as the new!? If worse come to worse, the price of a leaky fuel filter is not
worth it compared to the price of repairing, or replacing your 4R. Doesn't hurt to double check if
copper washers or some other oem sealing methods should be used in your application. If it
was available I would have used a Toyota filter if I encountered problems using other
aftermarket filters. You don't want to take a slight fuel leak lightly. It's always better to be safe
than sorry. At least you were able to get the old one off. Mine is beyond stuck even after
soaking the nuts. BB code is On. Smilies are On. Forum Rules. All times are GMT The time now
is PM. All company, product, or service names references in this web site are used for
identification purposes only and may be
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trademarks of their respective owners. Toyota - 4Runner. Join us now! Mark Forums Read.
User Tag List. Page 1 of 3. Thread Tools. Rate Thread. Koko4 Member. Fuel Filter Nightmare
View Public Profile. Find More Posts by Koko4. Brian Senior Member. Find More Posts by Brian
Brilliant Senior Member. Find More Posts by Brilliant. Quote: Originally Posted by Koko4 I was
using a 14mm flare nut wrench on the line, and a 19mm wrench on the filter itself.
KidVermicious Elite Member. Visit KidVermicious's homepage! Quote: Originally Posted by
KidVermicious I've never played with the 3rd gen fuel filter, but I'm assuming they're banjo
fittings on the fuel lines? Find More Posts by amalik. HiLife Senior Member. Find More Posts by
HiLife. SweetWaterSurprise Banned. Posting Rules. Similar Threads. If I ever strip the nuts that
screws the fuel lines onto fuel filter. Fuel pump whining. Clogged fuel filter or bad pump? User
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